About Us
Empowered Dream Hunts Inc., a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, was created to help the disabled outdoor enthusiast overcome nature’s challenges, break barriers, and develop friendships to fulfill their dream.

With the generosity of our community and surrounding areas, Empowered Dream Hunts Inc. continues to provide opportunities for challenged outdoor enthusiasts to enjoy the outdoors. People continue to use our Action Trackchairs® to be outside and revel in God’s creation. Others get a charge out of the experience of a bear hunt or a whitetail deer hunt.

For Fall 2019, we will reach out to a minimum of two eligible recipients that will experience whitetail dream hunts.

2019 Fundraiser:
Making Tracks

When we move forward to help others, it is for their need, not for our gain. Please help our organization find ways to give deserving hunters and veterans the experience of a lifetime through the use of our Action Trackchairs®.

Empowered Dream Hunts Inc. needs help to raise $25,000 in funds for our 2019 events and goals. Our yearly budget covers the costs of the two whitetail dream hunts, including food, lodging, and a shoulder mount of the deer. Our 2019 goals also include the purchase of an Action Trackchair® for local veterans to use.

Other operating costs include insurance for our trailer and the Action Trackchairs® that assist our hunters.

Annual Fundraising Campaign & Banquet
May 11th, 2019

Empowered Dream Hunt’s Annual Fundraiser Banquet will be held on May 11, 2019 at:

Kafka Granite LLC
550 State Highway 153, Mosinee, WI 54455
Doors open at 3:00PM - 7:30PM
Dinner at 5:30PM

We would be humbled by the assistance of local businesses and community members to make this year’s event our most successful.

Ways to contribute include:
• Cash donation
• Gift cards for our banquet
• A door prize or raffle items

Banquet Sponsorship Levels
We have established three premium sponsorship levels for our corporate partners and friends of Empowered Dream Hunts. Please consider this an opportunity to promote your business and donate to a worthy cause by supporting outdoor enthusiasts within our community. All donations will be recognized in our annual newsletter and donations over $200 will be posted on our website.

Nub Buck: $50 - $999
Pope & Young: $1,000 - $1,999
Boone & Crockett: $2,000

Please remember, no donation is too small. Any and all donations are greatly appreciated.

If you want to remain anonymous and donate...donations can be sent to:

Valley Community Credit Union
Attn: Empowered Dream Hunts Inc.
PO Box 127, Mosinee, WI 54455
(715) 693-3400
Lives Touched by Empowered Dream Hunts

Bob from Spencer, Wisconsin harvested his first buck at the age of 49 with the help of our Action Trackchair® and Whitetails of a Lifetime in Marathon County. The event was a dream come true for Bob and his father, who accompanied him on the hunt.

“What a fantastic organization. Although I did not harvest a deer this year, your Action Trackchair® made my hunt much easier for me to get around our property and enjoy another year of hunting with my family. It was wonderful knowing there were three generations of Bishops out in the woods.”

- William Bishop

“This Action Trackchair® is amazing. I was able to go with my family on a pheasant hunt in a marsh. The snow was 4-8” deep and the grass was taller than the chair. Thank you, Empowered Dream Hunts for allowing me the use and to go places I have never gone before.”

- Conrad Patrick Jr.

“This was the experience of a lifetime, and something we will always treasure. Words cannot express how grateful we are that we were fortunate enough to participate in a Dream Hunt. Everything about it was AMAZING! Thank you from the bottom of our hearts!”

- Dan and Niki Sutter

Contact Us
Fulfilling one dream at a time...

Joe Ramsey
Founder/President
Rick Jamroz
Vice President
Laurie Ramsey
Secretary and Treasurer
Conrad Patrick Jr.
Secretary and Website Manager

211509 Sandy Lane
Mosinee, WI 54455
715-693-3322 or 920-290-2108
www.empowereddreamhuntsinc.org

PLEASE JOIN US IN SUPPORTING OUR FELLOW HUNTERS’ DREAMS.

Making Tracks

2019 FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN
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